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Repori of the Co-ordinator cf the Contact Group on Destruction, Diversion,C.
Dismantling and Conversion

The Group reviewed theThe Contact Group on Element V..held three meetings. 
report presented, by its Cc—ordinator at the end of the 1582 Session, and which appears

to document CD/354.as an annex
course of the rev sew, the Group attempt ec to de u ermine wne ». -c » t ht. re had 

been changes in positions as recorded in that report, .ana also endeavoured to refine 
and clarify concepts and formulations relevant to Element V.

result of the discussions in the Contact Group and individual consultationsns a.
held by the Co-ordinator, the latter prepared a revised version of Ms previous 
report, which was considered by the Contact Group1 to reflect the work undertake.» in

The revised report cf the Co-crdinator appears below.its 1583 meetings.
A - Agreed rubelements which apply both to destruction of stocks and to 

destruction of facilities and which could be incorporated into a separate Article

in the Convention;
(a) obligation to utilize safe methods of destruction that will avoic harm to 

the environment and to populations ;
(b) provision on international co-operation to facilitate implementation ci

. jthe Convention regarding destruction of stocks and facilities.
B - DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS
I - ARTICLE - Agreed subelemcnts to be included;

general obligation to destroy all existing stocks of chemical weapons;
(b) possibility of diversion of stocks of chemicals for permitted purposes,

subject to conditions and circumstances set f orth in t;ie Annex ;
(c) provision on the possibility cf transfer 01 chemical weapons 

State Party for the purpose of destruction;

(a)

to another

suggested that the Element on the Functions of the Consultative 
Committee contain adequate mention of such co-operation.

f/ It was

"Tliis includes all items defined as 'chemical weapons', 
If under the Element "Definitions" allSuggested addition: 

including all types of precursors". 
precursors fall within the definition of chemical weapons, this addition would render 
unnecessary the proposed subelement (a) for the .article.

"permitted" needs zo be further clarified anvIt was noted that the term 
that a suitable definition trust be found.

j It was suggested that provision be mode for the possibility of transier
whose existence, on the territory of a Party is not known at the »ime

to another State Party for destruction,of old stocks
of the ont l'y into force of the Convention 
as well £ s for the possibility of on—site destruction of such old stocks 
(see Element 17).


